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Janet D. Stemwedel, whose nom de blog is Dr. Free-Ride, is an Associate Professor of Philosophy at San Jose State University “with a misspent scientific youth in physical chemistry.” She writes as a trained scientist (Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry) and as a philosopher of science (Ph.D. in Philosophy). Her blog *Adventures in Ethics and Science* covers responsible conduct of scientific research, communication between scientists and non-scientists, and teaching science and ethics.

http://scientopia.org/blogs/ethicsandscience

**Chemical Blogspace** provides a window into what bloggers and scientists think about articles, molecules, and topics in chemistry. Chemical Blogspace collects information from over 200 chemistry blogs and “does useful and interesting things with it.” It can be thought of as a blog of chemistry blogs with analysis. Information from chemistry blogs is organized by blog, journal, topic, and molecule. Along with links to the top rated chemistry blogs, Chemical Blogspace provides analysis on each blog over the last 90 days – number of posts, words per post, percent of complex words, and ease of readability. Blogs are rated based on the number of postings and on use data. To see the top chemistry blogs, “blogged” journals, and “blogged” topics, click on the tab called *Zeitgeist* and scroll down the page.

http://cb.openmolecules.net
http://cb.openmolecules.net/stats.php

**CENtral Science Blogs** is a group of blogs, or blog-like columns, run by C&E News. Collecting postings from several blogs into one place to increase content quality and quantity is a sound idea. Although most of the blogs at CENtral Science Blogs lean more toward news about chemistry and the chemical industry from an ACS perspective, a couple of the blogs, Just Another Electron Pusher and Transition States, offer the intelligent musings expected in a good blog. You will need to bookmark this site since, unlike the other blogs in this column, an RSS feed is not available.

http://cenblog.org

**In the Pipeline** – Derek Lowe is a Ph.D. organic chemist who has worked (and still does) for several pharmaceutical companies and has blogged about the industry since 2002. The blog averages an entry per day with some days having multiple entries. Recent topics include Things I Won’t Work With, Patents and IP, MeToo Drugs, and The Scientific Literature.

http://pipeline.corante.com

Patricia Meindl, Chemistry Librarian at the University of Toronto, started the blog *Cooking, Cakes and Chemistry* this past December. Aimed at first year undergraduates, this blog may appeal to anyone interested in the chemistry behind cooking.

http://cookingcakesandchemistry.blogspot.com